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Don't Miss the Most Important Retail  
AI Conference of the Year  

T he third annual Retail Robotics and AI Conference is the premier educational 
and industry event covering retail robotics and artificial intelligence. The event 

will take place at the Hilton Orrington Hotel in Evanston, IL (next to the  
Northwestern University campus) on May 6 and 7, 2020. This is an exclusive  
opportunity to learn from and network with the most distinguished executives in the 
retail industry. Complimentary attendance is open to retailers and academics only. 
Some of the many sessions are highlighted here.  

In the session, “How Artificial Intelligence will Change the Future of Retail  
Marketing,” Dr. Tom Davenport, President's Distinguished Professor of Information 
Technology and Management, Babson College, will describe the key dimensions 
shaping the use of AI in retail marketing, including the level of contextual  
intelligence in AI applications, and whether AI is used only internally or visibly with 
customers. He will describe the best of current AI in retail marketing, and some  
likely directions for the future. He will also discuss what capabilities retailers need 
to make the future a reality. 

Sherif Mityas will lead the presentation, “TGIF=TGAI for Business Improvement.” 
TGI Fridays utilizes AI across its business, from personalized marketing  
engagement to running more efficient restaurants. In this session, Mityas, Chief 
Experience Officer at TGI Fridays, will discuss the impact of AI and the required 
changes in how the organization operates and comes together to make it work. 

A panel of distinguished members of the RAC Advisory Board will discuss AI  
adoption trends within their firms, as well as industry wide. Cari Covent, VP,  
Artificial Intelligence and Intelligent Automation, Canadian Tire will moderate the 
discussion between panelists including: Derek Gaskins, Senior Vice President, 
Merchandising and Procurement, Yesway; Anu Penmetcha, Global Product  
Marketing Lead-Retail, Facebook; AJ Sutera, Executive Vice President, Chief  
Information and Technology Officer, The Finish Line; and Charlotte C. J. Tsou, 
Global Head of Marketing and Channels Analytics, HSBC. The group will also  
address the many benefits and impediments to deployment of AI.  

In the panel discussion, “Retail AI Use Cases” panelists Wade Allen, Senior Vice 
President and Chief Digital Officer, Brinker International, Inc.; Albino Feijo, VP Pro-
cess Innovation and Automation, Target; and Tarang Sethia, Chief Digital Officer,  
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 7-Eleven, will detail how various retailers are deploying AI to solve business processes and improve business 
performance. 

Presenter Robert C. Wolcott, Adjunct Professor of Executive Education, Kellogg School of Management, 
Northwestern University, will discuss “Tech Influence on Retail: Proximity and Scale.” As digital technologies 
transform consumers' lives and expectations, they thus transform retail. Wolcott will explore a fundamental 
impact of digital technologies across business and how understanding this multi-decade trend helps envision 
and create the future of retail and business overall. 

The Retail Robotics and AI Conference attendees include leading retail executives, CIOs, CDOs, and innova-
tion leaders from company’s including: Ace Hardware, Advanced Auto Parts,  At Home Group, Canadian Tire, 
Crate and Barrell, Finish Line, GAP, Hong Kong Shanghai Bank, H-E-B,  Hy-Vee, Kroger, Lowes, McDonalds, 
Neiman Marcus, Macy’s, PNC Bank, Ross Stores, Schnucks Markets, Taco Bell, Target, Tractor Supply, True 
Value, Ulta Beauty, Walgreens, Walmart, and 7-11, among many others. 

Schedule:  

 
See the full speaker list and register for this complimentary conference at: rac.medill.northwestern.edu or 
email us at: contact@plattretailinstitute.org. 
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Getting to Know Your Customer via AI   
By Sean MacCarthy, Executive Directory Global Analytics and Segmentation, Claire’s Inc. 
 

G iven the complexities of the Retail Value Chain from product inception,  
manufacturing, and sale to the consumer, there is massive opportunity for  

Artificial Intelligence (AI) to aid in all aspects. From better demand forecasting and 
assortment planning, to detecting and predicting failures in manufacturing  
machinery, or store equipment, AI can provide consistent value in understanding 
both top and bottom line opportunities. The most interesting (and fun) AI use cases, 
for me, are the reason retailers exist-- our customers. It is about understanding 
what, how, where, and when they want their retail experiences. 

Long before the “Internet of Things” became popular the Internet has always been 
of people: it started with news boards, grew into forums and communities, then it 
moved to email and IM. With the creation of social media platforms, we gained  
access to our customers in a way that was never possible in these previously more 
closed forums of customers sharing their voices. In depth qualitative research will 
continue to be necessary, but access to what people like, how they feel about 
brands/products, who they find important in influencing their personal trends is  
easily, and depending on the platform, freely available.  

The first major use case of this in my career was taking advantage of Twitter and 
the fact that people were voicing their need for something before the “Zero Moment 
of Truth” itself. In 2013, millions of people were voicing their home appliance needs 
in their tweets, and I helped to ensure that before they would even get to Google, I 
would be there with an offer. This was incredibly powerful and AI made it possible 
to identify and interact with these folks without an army of social media managers 
whose lives were combing the social media feeds for the brand in general. 

I still think this is one of the most powerful, effective, and novel customer acquisi-
tion methods available, but as I thought more and more about the underlying AI and 
how it functioned and what it was doing, I thought, I actually have a much more 
powerful engine than just acquisition. I have the foundation to better understand 
who my current customers are, what they aspire to be, and what they care about. 
As retailers we are constantly driving to surprise and delight our customers in 
meaningful ways, but unless we are deeply in tune with them, we can struggle to be 
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 consistently successful. The big opportunity in retail AI then, is completing the customer 360-degree view  
retailers talk about these days.   

If we have customers’ permission to follow them on various social media channels, then they are giving us 
insight into their preferences, such as likes and follows. We can understand their true influencers as opposed 
to paid influencers. We can perform sentiment analysis based on hashtags and comments across posts  
related to our product and others. Neural nets can be applied to the images to understand trends, colors, 
products of our own companies, and our competitors. 

The insights that can be gleaned from following customers on social media can be applied across many  
operational verticals. For example: 

 marketing: what messages matter, what charitable organizations are important?  

 market strategies: what markets are my trend leaders, where are my customers going and visiting and 
can I reach them there?  

 product strategies: how are customers’ product tastes changing and evolving? What sourcing questions 
are important to them?  

 supply chain/inventory planning strategies: where do my various stores sit within the customer/product 
lifecycle “trend funnels” from like to transaction. For example, is this market going to switch from being red 
dominant preference to pink? 

None of these great insights though will be possible, at 
scale, without AI. They also will not be possible without 
customer buy in, or willingness to allow us into their social 
media lives.   

As privacy regulations grow, it is going to be incredibly 
important that companies get out ahead of the regulations 
and begin efforts towards transparency in how data is 
being used in earnest. If you are going to use AI to under-
stand customer preferences, are you presenting a choice 
to opt in or out while explaining how and why your  
business will use that data?  There is much to be said on 
this topic of privacy and it is not something that should be 
ignored until legislators force the issue. 

The sooner retailers start this journey with AI, the faster they can improve many operational aspects, but most 
importantly they can start to deeply understand their customers directly from their own expressions. The tools 
are there and the compute is there. It just takes a will and the right talent to start making it happen. 
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Mark Weiser’s Legacy and the  
Shaping of Smart Retail 
By Saverio Romeo, Associate Lecturer at Birkbeck, University of London and Advisor on  
Digital Transformation 

I n the history of computing, Mark Weiser should have a central role. Today, the 
word “visionary” is overused and misused, but it is appropriate for Mark Weiser’s 

work and contribution to how the Internet of Things is evolving. His intuitions and 
the creative work of his team have developed today’s concept of “smart  
environments.” That concept is becoming pervasive in workplaces, in homes, and 
in stores. Mark Weiser (1952 –1999) was a computer scientist and chief technology 
officer at Xerox PARC. This article will highlight his remarkable work which can be 
found today in the concept of smart retail. 

Mark Weiser’s Ubiquitous Computing Vision 

In the article, The Computer for the 21st  
Century, Weiser says, “The most profound 
technologies are those that disappear. They 
weave themselves into the fabric of everyday 
life until they are indistinguishable from it.”1 
This article is widely recognized as “an  
essential reading for people entering the field.”2  

The field is the one of “ubiquitous computing,” 
a term that Weiser coined to explain the  
reasons of his research. Weiser’s approach to computing was guided by two  
fundamental ideas. The first was the notion of “invisible computing.” Computers  
disappear in the background of our living and working environments. We do not see 
them, but we perceive them because they guide us towards a different understand-
ing of the context and, therefore, a different – more informed – interaction within the 
space. The second idea is “the one of computers that engenders calmness.” The 
argument was that computers around us often require attention, which can lead to 
frustration because they seem to not work properly and do not do what is expected. 
Computing becomes a burden rather than making activities easier. For this aspect, 
Weiser coined the term “Calm Technology.” Bringing together “invisible computing” 
and “calm technology,” Weiser foresaw environments in which devices are hidden 
in the physical space. They are interconnected – he called that “pervasive  
connectivity” – so they can exchange data and enable actions. Humans interact 
with the space and not with the network of devices through several hand-held and 
wearable devices.   
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1 Hiroshi Ishii, 2004, “Bottles: A transparent interface as a tribute to Mark Weiser”, IEICE  
Transactions on Information Systems.  

2        Eleonora Pantano and Charles Dennis. 2019. Smart Retailing – Technologies and Strategies.  
    Palgrave Macmillan.  
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 The term “ubiquitous computing” is not always used in Weiser’s sense, being associated very often to the  
diffusion of networked devices only, but it has become common in the literature shaping the reflections in 
computing of the recent years.  

Weiser imagined the Internet of Things and how it Shapes the New Retail Store 

Weiser’s vision was not just a theory. During his career, he led a team of multidisciplinary computer scientists 
to explore how to make the ubiquitous computing vision real. Under his visionary influence, Xerox PARC  
become a treasure chest of experiments; “ubiquitous computers” such as “pads, tabs, and boards” and  
assessment on pervasive connectivity performance. It was a mine of ideas that have influenced the evolution 
of the Internet of Things (IoT). The IoT aims to make spaces and contexts intelligent through a network of  
devices hidden in walls, embedded in machinery and appliances, in floors, soil, pavements, and on plants. 
The IoT creates then intelligent spaces interacting with humans enhanced with devices. The IoT community 
has started to define those spaces with the adjective “smart.” The store becomes then the smart store. The 
smart store is a physical space enriched by different technologies and devices such sensors for monitoring 
the space, tags of different types to engage with customers, various forms of connectivity (WiFi, Bluetooth, 
NFC and others), devices for engaging with customers such as virtual mirrors, VR/AR solutions and much 
more as technology evolves. The objective is transforming the customer experience of physical spaces,  
making it more personal and more engaging. The space, surrounded by technology that, in parts, disappears 
and becomes a calm environment for experiencing products, items, and ideas.  

The Future Evolution of Smart Retail 

This vision is primarily led by human psychology. Whenever individuals get used to something, they will not 
be aware of it anymore as Weiser highlighted. The experience of the smart store then becomes the new  
natural shopping practice. However, the Internet of Things is the building block of that new shopping practice. 
Deploying  IoT solutions, therefore a smart store, requires an integration of different technologies that gather 
the data from the various devices and sensors, manage that data, analyze the data and take decisions. All of 
this disappears in the eyes of the customer. The smart store should also be integrated in the all retail value 
chain. To make the smart store, the entire retail value chain needs to become smart, from manufacturing, 
supply chain and distribution. The link among all those smart spaces is the continuum of data that goes from 
the production of the item to the final purchase.  

 

The IoT is an important building block of this vision. But it has its challenges and limitations, both technologi-
cal and non-technological. The next step is the convergence of the IoT with other emerging technology  
frameworks (such as AI, blockchain, edge computing, 5G, LPWAN, and robotics) and a profound ethical  
reflection on that vision to further the ideas elaborated by Weiser and his team more than 30 years ago.  

Source: Beecham Research  
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Can Weather Rain on a Retail Store’s Parade?  
By Haonan Chen, Kriti Singh, Haowen Tan, Yingling Wang, Linfeng Wu, Graduate Stu-
dents, Integrated Marketing Communications Program, Medill, Northwestern University  
 

T he advent of big data and AI is enabling retailers to radically improve their  
operations by understanding complex trends and predicting future performance. 

In the spring of 2019, the Retail  
Analytics Council, in collaboration 
with a large U.S. specialty retailer 
and a team of graduate students 
from the Integrated Marketing  
Communications program at North-
western University, worked on a  
research experiment that applied 
analytics, business and artificial  
intelligence to demonstrate this. The 
goal of this research was to apply 
business intelligence to gain a base-
line understanding of the retailer’s 
business to measure how changes 
in store traffic, staffing levels, and 
weather impact the retailer’s overall 
conversion rate (the number of 
transactions for that hour divided by 
the total traffic for that hour) and 
productivity (sales for that hour  
divided by the total traffic for that hour), as well as to build a store traffic prediction 
model from which the retailer could improve operating performance.  

Store traffic is the lifeblood of a brick-and-mortar retailer. The team analyzed this 
critical data source and the impact of weather conditions and store staff levels on 
conversion and productivity relative to historical store performance. Then a model 
was built to predict traffic over a 14-day period to enable the retailer to make oper-
ating adjustments to improve performance.  

The team started by collecting historical weather data for locations nearest the 10 
selected test stores. Eight types of features were considered in the weather data: 
temperature, barometric pressure, humidity, wind speed, wind direction, cloud cov-
er, rain, and snow. Team members created weather indicators to divide four of 
these weather features into three main segments: desirable, average, and not de-
sirable. These indicators were essentially a relative scale based on average condi-
tions in the nine climate regions in the U.S., as classified by the National Centers 
for Environmental Information, to accumulate “average” conditions around each test 
store. A relative scale was created to adjust for local weather conditions, i.e., while 
78 degrees may be considered warm in Chicago, it would be considered average 
for Phoenix.  
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 The next step was to pre-process the weather dataset and merge it with historical store traffic, sales, and  
labor data from the retailer. The traffic data was aggregated hourly, by store. All traffic outside of normal 
hours of operation was ignored. Operating hours were also adjusted for holidays such as Christmas, Thanks-
giving, etc. The labor data was processed, and the team aggregated actual staff hours by jobs (roles), hourly, 
and per store. The sales data was aggregated in dollars and the numbers of transactions – hourly, per  
department, and per store.  

The collective dataset was then used to understand the patterns of store traffic on an hourly/daily/weekly/
monthly/quarterly basis, how this pattern is impacted by weather and labor staffing, and the overall effect on 
conversion and productivity. After running an extensive descriptive analysis on the historic data and creating 
a business intelligence report, a traffic prediction model was built using an advanced nonparametric tree  
ensemble algorithm, which was applied in pilot tests for the same selected stores and proved accurate.  

The team was able to identify peak traffic hours over the weekdays and weekends. Also, team members  
identified one quarter of the year where, while the traffic peaked, the conversion rate went down for both 
years examined. To understand why conversion rates dropped during this peak traffic season, the team  
conducted a social media sweep of the retailer’s media accounts and was able to identify several reasons  
using text analysis. This included going over reviews and posts and resulted in finding that while the in-store 
experience and deals were some of the reasons for the surge in traffic, labor planning, and product stocking 
were factors contributing to lower conversion rates. While exploring weather’s impact on store traffic, the team 
found that conditions like no rain and no snow resulted in the highest traffic, as predicted. But as for cloud 
cover, traffic was the highest when the sky had broken clouds. The analysis found that rain versus no rain 
had a high impact on the traffic. As for snow, the effect on traffic varied based on the geographical climate 
regions. Snow in areas where it is common did not diminish the traffic as much as anticipated.  

The relationship between conversion rate and the ratio of shoppers to employees was also examined. Using 
this insight and analysis, the team found an optimal 
shoppers-to-labor ratio required to achieve the  
conversion rate. The machine learning model can help 
the retailer predict the traffic for the next day/rolling two-
week period based on the weather forecast. Having a 
traffic forecast will allow them to manage the labor 
(number of people on the staff) required for the  
respective day/week in order to maintain the conversion 
rate. The research also found that the relationship be-
tween conversion rate and shopper-to-labor ratio varied 
for different days of the week. The productivity also was 
higher for particular days of the week.  

In summary, the model was able to predict store traffic, 
barring the uncontrolled factors such as unknown store promotions, local traffic conditions, etc., and the team 
was able to prove that labor and weather planning using this model could indeed improve store performance, 
in terms of conversion and productivity as well as the overall customer experience.  

The machine learning model can 
help the retailer predict the traffic 
for the next day/rolling two-week 
period based on the weather  
forecast. Having a traffic forecast 
will allow them to manage the labor 
(number of people on the staff)  
required for the respective day/
week in order to maintain the  
conversion rate.  


